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Route Designer, version 1.0, is a new retrosynthetic analysis package that generates complete synthetic
routes for target molecules starting from readily available starting materials. Rules describing retrosynthetic
transformations are automatically generated from reaction databases, which ensure that the rules can be
easily updated to reflect the latest reaction literature. These rules are used to carry out an exhaustive
retrosynthetic analysis of the target molecule, in which heuristics are used to mitigate the combinatorial
explosion. Proposed routes are prioritized by an empirical rating algorithm to present a diverse profile of
the most promising solutions. The program runs on a server with a web-based user interface. An overview
of the system is presented together with examples that illustrate Route Designer’s utility.

1. INTRODUCTION

The field of computer-assisted synthesis design (CASD)
has experienced both successes and failures. Early pioneering
work provided ground-breaking formalization of the strate-
gies and tactics required to solve problems of organic
synthesis.1 Despite, by modern standards, an entirely resource-
starved computer infrastructure, these early attempts met with
surprising success and laid down certain fundamental
principles, which have provided the basis for subsequent
work.2,3 Synthetic planning software packages were devel-
oped by a number of computational chemistry groups.4-8

The basic goal of these programs was to accept an input
target molecule and produce a selection of synthetic paths
optimized against certain criteria.

However, despite the considerable initial successes in the
development of the methodology, these systems did not enjoy
widespread acceptance by synthetic chemists. A possible
reason was that the knowledge bases on which these systems
depended contained the descriptions of chemical reactions
that were created manually and, because of the considerable
expertise and effort involved, never covered more than a
small fraction of the expert synthetic chemist’s knowledge
base. In contrast, reaction databases and the software tools
to search them gained ready acceptance by synthetic chem-
ists. While the rules of chemistry might be difficult to capture,
the electronic transcription of specific instances of known
chemical reactions was relatively straightforward. The task,
while tedious, amounted to careful translation (and ultimately
computer-assisted transcription) of reactions from chemical
literature.9 This task was undertaken by several entrepre-
neurial companies and was so successful that electronic
databases have almost universally replaced the traditional

literature searches of previous generations.10,11 Modern
reaction databases provide facilities for sophisticated sub-
structure matching, so that the user can easily determine the
historical precedents of any single step in a proposed
synthetic path.12 However, the universal acceptance of
reaction databases and the software to search them has been
accompanied by a lull in the development of systems that
tackle the much more difficult problem of proposing
complete routes to synthetic targets (CASD systems).

In the past there have been many software tools designed
to assist with route generation.13-15 In Figure 1, various
strategies for organic synthesis design are shown with
representative software packages.

Some tools provide extensive reaction assessment calcu-
lations,16-18 while others have the objective of suggesting
good starting materials based on detailed perception of the
target structure.19,20 Conceptually, these are regarded as
synthetic approaches.

Alternatively, a retrosynthetic approach begins from the
target molecule and progresses toward simpler component
reactants by applying retrosynthetic structural transforma-
tions. Some retrosynthetic software tools base their decisions
on encoded generalized reaction rules,4,5,8,21 while others
work with formalized reaction constraints.15,16,22

While some of these systems do provide the capability of
noninteractive execution, the combinatorial complexity of
the synthesis problem has often restricted their application
to relatively straightforward cases. Where systems have been
designedspecificallytofunctionwithoutuserintervention,7,23-28

heuristics are employed to direct the retrosynthetic analysis
(i.e., limit the combinatorial nature of the problem) to
“optimal” paths.

For rule-based systems, retrosynthetic analysis also de-
pends on the available chemical transforms. Unlike trans-
formations found in a reaction database, these transforms
are keyed by substructures (RETRONs)29 that encode the
minimum substructure, which is invariably present in the
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product of a particular reaction. Generally, these transforms
are manually created by expert chemists and provide the
necessary and sufficient conditions for each transform. These
transform rule sets can be of high quality, but the effort
needed to create them means that there is often sparse
coverage of many important areas of synthetic organic
chemistry. To develop better coverage of the entire reaction
space there have been several attempts to automate this rule
generation process.30-32 The resulting transform quality has
not been anywhere near the level of the manually generated
sets because of the difficulty of replicating in a computer
program an expert chemist’s knowledge of the detailed
chemical requirements and limitations of a given reaction.

The Route Designer program was designed to address
many of these issues by using transform rules that are
automatically derived from modern reaction databases and
heuristic controls to handle the combinatorial problem arising
from large reaction rule sets. The Route Designer algorithm
can create rules from reaction database training sets of
varying sizes and has been tested successfully with the
Beilstein Crossfire database containing over 4 million
example reactions. The program contains a rule extraction
mechanism that automatically extracts the essence of each
reaction in the database and then creates groups of similar
reactions. Each group is generalized to form a representa-
tive reaction rule. To address the lack of published failed
reactions, the extent of generalizations has been intentionally
conservative. Thus, the rules that describe the constraints at
any given core atom have been chosen to specifically reflect
at least one published example. In this manner, the system
is able to capture all of the chemistry contained in a reaction
database in an extensive transform rule set usable for
retrosynthetic analysis. The system then uses this large rule
set in a retrosynthetic search designed to heuristically control
the combinatorial complexity of the resulting synthetic trees.
The presentation of the results is designed to highlight diverse

pathways, while still allowing the chemist to efficiently
explore the entire solution space of possible synthetic
pathways.

The relationship of Route Designer to various CASD route
generation tools is also displayed in Figure 1 above. Note
that SYNGEN, while using rules that are generated inde-
pendently of any reaction precedent, provides a mechanism
to search external databases for precedents to any given
transformation. In addition, note that CAESA performs a
heuristically driven retrosynthetic analysis against a precom-
puted virtual synthetic library of starting materials (generated
by synthetic transformations of real available starting materi-
als) during synthetic accessibility calculations.

2. RULE EXTRACTION

A key component of any computer-aided retrosynthetic
analysis program is the set of rules that represent the
chemistry used during the search. In the past, many CASD
tools, using manually created knowledge bases of chemical
reactions, were capable of generating excellent routes within
limited knowledge domains. However, these systems required
a more systematic rule generation technique if they were to
handle a wider variety of synthetic targets.

Systems using machine generated chemistry rules started
appearing in the early 1990s.32 One such example is
SYNCHEM,30 which was adapted to machine learning to
increase the program’s knowledge base. The KOSP31

program (knowledge base-oriented system for synthesis
planning) attempts to extract rules from reaction databases
by clustering reactions based on characteristics of atoms
within three bonds of a disconnection site. The focus of
KOSP is only disconnective transformations, and the program
uses an interactive search process to generate one transform
at a time. Similarly, RETROSYN also provided an interactive
search based on finding single disconnections by similarity
with precedent reactions.32 From a substructure containing
the chemical environment as described by Wilcox and

Figure 1. Classification of various CASD route generation tools.
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Levinson,33 the degree of similarity was assessed by counting
overlaps of every subgraph with example reactions from the
relatively tiny ORGSYN database. The user was expected
to manually determine compatibility and apply any prereq-
uisite functional group modifications.

In the Route Designer rule extraction method, the focus
is on extending the reaction cores to capture all of the
necessary chemical environments, regardless of distance from
the reaction or disconnection site. These entire extended
reaction cores are grouped by similarity, then generalized
to create a usable set of reaction rules. The Route Designer
algorithm is scaleable and has been applied to very large
reaction databases such as the Beilstein Crossfire reaction
database.

Five steps are used in the Route Designer rule extraction
process:
1. Reaction cores are identified. A reaction core is the set

of atoms where connections or bonds have changed by
going from reactant to product.

2. Cores are extended to encapsulate the releVant neighbor-
ing atoms, that is, functional groups that influence the
reaction.

3. Extended reaction cores are clustered into common
groups.

4. Each cluster group produces a generalized rule template
that can represent all the specific examples from the given
group.

5. Generalized rule templates are converted into completed
reaction rules, where each generalized element has been
refined to represent either the full range or the statistical
mode (for leaving groups) within the associated examples
from the cluster group.

2.1. Identifying Reaction Cores. A reaction core is
identified using the atom-to-atom mapping for reactants to
products included in the reaction databases. If mapped atoms
do not have the same attributes in the reactants and products,
they are included as part of the core. Such attributes include
the number of neighbors, bond types, neighboring atom types,
charge (if any) and presence of radical designation. Some
atoms found in reaction databases are unmapped. These
unmapped atoms are found either only in the reactants or
only in the products. When they are found in the reactants,
they are considered part of the leaving group and assumed
to end up as part of the reaction environment rather than as
a product of interest. When they are found only in the
products, they are typically small oxygen/nitrogen-based
structures originating from reagents rather than reactants. The
extracted reaction core alone does not contain all the
necessary chemical information to accurately represent
the reaction and therefore must be extended to include any
neighboring atoms and groups that influence the reaction.

The reaction shown in Figure 2 can be used to illustrate
the rule extraction process in Route Designer. Here a Michael
Reaction is shown where a “�-ketoester” moiety reacts with
an “R,�-unsaturated ketone” to form a new carbon-carbon
bond. The extracted reaction core shown in Figure 2b
contains only the atoms that have changed properties, that
is, carbons 5, 12, and 13, where the number of attachments
or bond order have changed. However, it is clear that the
extracted core lacks information about activating groups,
which, although unchanged, are essential for the reaction to

occur and therefore need to be included in any retrosynthetic
rule for the reaction.

2.2. Reaction Core Extension. The identified reaction
cores tend to be underspecified with respect to the relevant
chemical environment and therefore must be extended. The
guiding principle behind extending the core is to select
enough of the neighboring functionality in both reactant and
product to specify the minimum substructures on both sides
that encompass the essence of the reaction. This may include
leaving groups that appear only on the reactant side of the
reaction and atoms in the product that are not present in the
reactants, but rather come from reagents. In earlier seminal
work on retrosynthetic analysis, this minimum substructure
on the product side was defined as the RETRON for the
reaction.29

The core extension algorithm in Route Designer examines
all of the border bonds attached to the set of extracted core
atoms. The handling of each bond depends on the nature of
the noncore atom. If this atom is mapped in the product then
it is considered to be part of the nonreacting (but potentially
still necessary) neighborhood; otherwise it is considered to
be part of a leaving group.

The goal of reaction core extension is depicted in Figure
3. Consider a hypothetical reaction where a bond is being
formed between core atom A and core atom X. The bond
between core atom A and noncore atom B will be referred
to as a primary bond. The bond between noncore atom B
and noncore atom C will be referred to as a secondary bond.

In the first instance, it is desirable to extend the core to
include all the atoms of any influencing functionality.
Functional group completion involves extending the core
until a carbon atom is reached which bears an external
nonaromatic carbon-carbon single bond. This completion
is performed in addition to the following extension rules
based on specific structural features.

For cases where there is no mesomeric withdrawing group
across the primary bond, the core is also extended across
any secondary double or triple bonds, otherwise, these

Figure 2. (a) Sample reaction to illustrate core extraction and
extension. (b) Extracted core. (c) Extended reaction core includes
the chemically relevant environment.
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carbon-carbon bonds are ignored. For aromatic primary
bonds, the core is extended to include the entire aromatic
system, while aromatic secondary bonds are only extended
whenever atom B is heteroaromatic.

For leaving groups (i.e., unmapped groups which are
present in the reactant but not the product), the extension
includes the entire set of unmapped atoms and bonds. The
nature of the leaving group is algorithmically determined to
be nucleofuge, electrofuge, or unspecified (usually carbon
based). The determination is based on primary electronega-
tivity difference except that halogens are always nucleofuges
and sulfones are electrofuges.

Returning to the example in Figure 2, this process creates
the extended core for the reaction (Figure 2c). This extended
core contains the two ketones and the ester functional groups
that influence the reaction. The extracted core is still part of
the extended core, but now sufficient chemical environment
has been included to accurately define the requirements for
the reaction to occur. It is important to note that carbon 2 is
not included in the extended reaction core. This carbon is
not essential to the reaction and is correctly excluded.
However, it would be (incorrectly) included if core extension
were to be performed based only on inclusion of shells of
all atoms a particular bond distance from the core. This core
extension to releVant neighboring functionality is the key
feature that distinguishes the Route Designer method from
the core extension found in CLASSIFY34 and KOSP, where
extension is based entirely on bond distance from the reaction
core. There are some specific exceptions (such as nucleo-
philic substitution at a carbonyl group, where any directly
attached aromatic rings have little effect) where neighboring
functionality is not included.

2.3. Clustering Reaction Cores. For each reaction, a
canonical name (64-bit Morgan-type number) is calculated
for the substructures describing the extended reaction core.
These canonical reaction numbers are generated by concat-
enation of the sum of 32-bit Morgan-type numbers for the
reactants and the products. This reaction number, along with
the similar number for the initial extracted core reaction, will
determine the initial groupings of the reactions. These groups
are internally clustered by graph matching on all identified
properties (basic atom/bond properties such as hybridization,
ring inclusion, and aromaticity).

Clustering of the reaction cores includes translating the
mapping between the example reaction and the reaction core,
so that the reaction cores of two or more examples can be
compared. These clusters represent a partitioning of the
example database into similar reactions. The size of each
cluster provides a crude relative measure of the reliability
of the associated reaction rule. Clusters with many examples
have been successful in many situations, while clusters with
fewer examples may represent reactions of more limited
utility. Finding a cluster containing only a single example is
quite common. These singleton clusters are generated, but
the associated rules are not currently used by the Route
Designer search engine.

Figure 4 shows three esterification reactions with their
reaction cores identified. These three example reactions are
clustered into the same group by Route Designer. It can be
seen that all the reactions are esterifications with the same
core and similar extended cores which differ only in the given
leaving group. In such cases, when the retrosynthetic analysis
is carried out, a representative leaving group is chosen and
displayed to the user (Figure 4f).

2.4. Generalizing Reaction Cores. After the reaction
cores are clustered, the range of permitted values of certain
properties of atoms and bonds in the extended core is
determined by examining the original example reactions.

Atom hybridization is defined (e.g., sp3, sp2, sp,...) as a
single value if all examples agree; but, as with other
properties, alternative values are also allowed. Halogen types
are grouped (e.g., HL ) F, Cl, Br, I) to reflect similar
properties. Neighbor counts (carbons, hydrogens, halogens,
heteroatoms, and the count for the number of lone pairs)
account for the variation across all example reactions. Ring
sizes are restricted to the precise sizes found among
examples. Peripheral carbons not found as part of the
extracted core have relaxed property constraints, so neighbor
counts and ring sizes are ignored for carbon atoms which
are strictly part of the extended core.

2.5. Complete Reaction Rules. The range for each
generalized property across the original example reactions
is represented in the completed reaction rule. Where there
are alternative leaving groups, the final step in creating a
usable reaction rule is the selection of the leaving group to
be shown in the reaction display. This is found by examining
the leaving group variability found in the rule cluster and
selecting the most commonly occurring leaving group as the
representative. Halogen types are now refined (HL ) F, Cl,
Br, I), (CX ) Cl, Br, I), and (BX ) Br, I) to reflect
differences in capability when acting as leaving groups.

2.6. Results of Ruleset Generation. The Route Designer
rule generation algorithm has been tested with the MOS
reaction database from Accelrys and the Beilstein Crossfire
reaction database from Elsevier. The MOS database was
processed in 2 h (on a single Pentium 4 class CPU) and
generated 4028 unique rules from 42 333 example reactions.
A sample of the Beilstein database containing 61 3074
example reactions generated 50 702 unique rules after 18 h
of processing. In both cases, each unique rule was associated
with a clustering bucket containing at least two example
reactions.

The full Beilstein reaction database has also been pro-
cessed through the Route Designer algorithm. After 200 h
of processing, the source database of 4.5 million example

Figure 3. Schematic of reaction core and extended core identification.
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reactions generated 285k cluster groups. Technically, each
cluster group could be used to generate a unique rule, but
rules generated from more examples invariably provide fuller
descriptions of the acceptable variability of the reaction
neighborhood. So, the ruleset generated from the full
Beilstein was chosen to require at least five examples per
rule. This produced a set of 92 781 unique rules.

2.7. Fundamental Transforms. In addition to the auto-
matically extracted transforms, Route Designer uses a small
group of fundamental transforms (FT) in the initial stages
of the retrosynthetic search to improve both the speed of
the search and the quality of the results. These fundamental
transforms are mainly disconnective in nature, and they allow
Route Designer to “break-up” the target molecule into
smaller fragments, which are then subjected to the full

retrosynthetic analysis. They are intended to reflect the
routine disconnections that a synthetic chemist would
automatically apply on inspection of a synthesis target.

These FTs currently include rules for approximately 30
common organic reactions (e.g., esterification or amide
formation) that have been manually created and added to
the reaction database. FTs are applied at the start of each
search.

3. SEARCH

The search phase of Route Designer uses the extracted
rules from the rule extraction phase to retrosynthetically
disconnect a target molecule. When using very large reaction
rule databases, mitigating the combinatorial nature of ret-

Figure 4. (a, b, c) Three examples of esterification reactions with a common extracted core. (d) The common extracted core for these
reactions. (e) The generalized reaction rule for this reaction cluster, note NF represents a nucleofuge. (f) The completed reaction rule,
where the generic leaving group is replaced with specific atom types.
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rosynthesis is a real challenge for the Route Designer
program. A number of heuristics and user definable limits
are used to achieve this goal. These include (a) maximum
search depth, which provides one termination condition for
the search, (b) choice of rule sets, including the minimum
number of examples required for a rule to be applied in the
retrosynthetic analysis, (c) choice of available starting
materials databases (matching an available starting material
provides another termination condition for the search), (d)
ability to specify one or more required starting materials,
and (e) ability to specify unbreakable bonds or required
disconnections, which must appear in every solution.

Given a target molecule the Route Designer search
proceeds as follows:
1. Perceive certain features (aromaticity etc) of the target

molecule.
2. Add the perceived molecule to the search queue and mark

it as unsearched.
3. Select the first unsearched molecule from the search queue

which needs to be explored.
4. Check the reaction database for possible/valid retrosyn-

thetic transforms.
5. Apply all transformations, checking for valid pattern

match, and identify resulting reactants.
6. Add to the queue any reactant molecules which do not

match any molecules that are currently in the queue.
7. Repeat steps 3-7 until all molecules in the search queue

are marked as searched or found as starting materials,
therefore not requiring further searching.

3.1. Transforms. Transforms in Route Designer are
retrosynthetic rules that are applied to a target molecule and
are classified by Route Designer into various categories
during rule generation. Within each category, the rules are
applied in the same manner during the search. The reaction
categories are listed in Table 1, along with the number of
rules found from processing the 42k examples in the MOS
database. Some categories carry the designations used in
LHASA,35 while others were created to address the specific
needs of the Route Designer search algorithm. Each category
is assigned a type, which determines the default behavior of
rules from that category. In Route Designer, the chemist can
manually modify the classification and behavior for any
specific reaction rule.

Type 1 transformations are normal transformations, which
disconnect the carbon skeleton of the target. Type 1 reactions
are permitted to occur (i.e., to be applied to the target
molecule during search) at all times because they simplify
the overall carbon framework of the target. All fundamental
transforms are type 1.

Type 2 transformations are known as restricted usage
transforms. These transforms are simplifying but are never
applied immediately following opportunistic transforms (type
3 or 4). Functional group removal (FGR35), where there is
a retrosynthetic removal of functional atoms without any
modification to the carbon skeleton, falls into this category.

Type 3 transformations are opportunistic transforms. These
transforms are used to modify functionality to permit
matching to a normal transform or an available starting
material. After the application of a type 3 transform, only
those type 1 transforms that could not be matched in the
parent node are allowed to be applied in the next step. Type
3 transforms include functional group interconversion (FGI35)
reactions, where there is a retrosynthetic modification of
functional atoms without any modification to the carbon
structure.

Type 4 transformations are also nonsimplifying and, like
type 3, are applied to assist the matching to normal
transforms. Unlike type 3, these transforms are only applied
if no other transforms were found to match the structure
under consideration. Functional group additions (FGA35) are
type 4 transforms. FGAs are transforms where there is a
retrosynthetic addition of atoms but no bonds between heavy
atoms are broken. In the synthetic direction this corresponds
to removal of a functional group, for example conversion of
a bromide to a saturated alkane via hydrogenation. Type 4
transformations actually increase complexity and as such are
applied only when no simplifying transformations are
applicable.

In addition to these categories, Route Designer has defined
a set of transforms that are currently not applied in search
but may have a role in the future. These type 0 transforms,
unused transforms, include deprotection reactions (DP),
simple alkane product (SAP) reactions (the product pattern
is a small, unfunctionalized alkane and the retron is likely
to match too many targets), and unactivated educt reaction
(UER) (educt/reactant patterns are all small, unfunctionalized
alkanes and the reaction is likely to require extreme reaction
conditions and is not likely to be useful in laboratory
synthesis).

3.2. Prioritizing Transforms. The search queue in Route
Designer stores all the molecules found during the retrosyn-
thetic analysis of the target molecule. Molecules in the queue
are in one of three states: saved, queued for search, or
searched. Saved molecules are those found during search but
for which no additional analysis is to be performed (i.e.,
either starting materials or reactants from transformations
with low priority, these molecules are termination nodes of
their branch) and need be saved to the database. Queued
molecules are those that were found during the search, but
require further analysis (i.e., intermediates of promising
branches/routes). Nodes marked as searched are molecules
that have undergone retrosynthetic analysis (i.e., intermedi-
ates with computed reactants).

In addition to the state of each molecule, the search depth
and a list of all retrosynthetic transformations that were found
to match the molecule is also stored. Each retrosynthetic
solution is a list of search nodes beginning with the target
molecule node and proceeding down the tree until a terminal
node is reached. Ideally, this terminal node should represent
an available starting material.

Table 1. Reaction Classifications Used in Route Designer along
with the Associated Transform Type and Frequency of Occurrence
in the Rule Set Derived from MOS

type name category no. of MOS rules

1 regular disconnective RD 2860
2 functional group removal FGR 92
3 functional group interconversion FGI 492
3 bond-oriented FGI BFGI 236
3 nondisconnective rearrangement NR 3
4 functional group addition FGA 69
0 deprotection reaction DP 180
0 bare carbonyl reaction BCR 12
0 simple alkane product SAP 16
0 unactivated educt reaction UER 7
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The choice of whether a saved molecule is scheduled to
undergo further retrosynthetic analysis is based on several
criteria:
1. If a node represents a molecule that exactly matches a

starting material it is saved, but never searched, since the
goal of retrosynthetic analysis is to break down the target
into starting materials.

2. Child nodes of fundamental transforms are always queued
for search.

3. For all other transforms the decision to queue a molecule
for search is based on the relative importance of the
transform and the specific transformation when compared
with other transformations found for the same parent
node. The comparison depends on the following attributes
of the transformations:

(a) Prefer maximal starting material coverage. If a transfor-
mation produces reactants that are all available starting
materials then it is ranked higher than transformations
thst do not produce non-starting-material precursors.

(b) Prefer disconnective transformations. If a transformation
is disconnective and another is not, then the disconnective
transform is ranked higher. The extension of this is that
the disconnective transform with the greater number of
reactants is ranked higher.

(c) Prefer less total wastage in reactions, that is, prefer
efficient reactions. Wastage calculates a weighted sum
of unmapped heavy atoms in the reactants that are not
present in the product.

(d) Prefer more balanced splits. Given identical wastage,
preference is given to the transformation with the larger
“second largest mapped reactant”.

(e) Prefer thoroughly explored chemistry. Select the trans-
form with the most examples from the reaction database.

(f) Prefer the smaller primary reactant. Given two transfor-
mations, comparing the largest reactant of each transfor-
mation, select the transformation where this largest
reactant is smaller.

After these transformations are ordered, the number of
transformations selected for further expansion is calculated
(the number of reactions whose reactants will be marked for
further processing). In addition, the reactants from FGIs are
always explored because the role of the FGI is to create the
functionality for simplifying transforms.

3.3. Selecting Molecules from the Queue to be
Searched. The molecules that have been marked to be
searched are checked for search depth against the maximum
depth of the current search. The entire queue is processed
until no unsearched molecules are found that are both marked
for search and below the requested search depth. Once the
queue has been traversed without finding a new molecule to
search, the search is considered completed.

3.4. Checking a Transformation for Validity against
the Current Molecule. When applying transforms to the
selected molecule, a validity check occurs to ensure the
applicability of that transform to the specified molecule. This
validity check occurs in two stages. The first stage is a quick
bit-wise check to ensure that various global property counts
are sufficient to match the requirements of the transform.
This includes properties such as the number of aromatic
atoms, the number of charged atoms, the number of halogens,
the number of fused bonds, etc.

After passing these checks, the rule pattern is matched
against the target molecule by subgraph (connectivity)

matching. This procedure considers atomic number, atomic
charge, hybridization, aromaticity, carbon neighbors, bond
type, ring size, etc. The atomic number and bond type are
always matched while the others are matched as available.

Once the transform has been validated it is applied to the
target molecule. Each generated reactant then undergoes a
three-step postprocessing check to ensure the validity of the
reaction. First a check for unstable structures is performed.
Highly reactive structures are allowed to survive only when
the immediate subsequent reaction removes the unstable
moiety. Subsequent reactions that do not are disallowed.
Unstable structures include organometallics, acyl halides, acyl
azides, acyl cyanides, isocyanate/isothiocyanates, diazo/
diazonium compounds, sulfonyl halides, and alkoxy/amino-
methylhalides.

Second, a check is made to ensure that only plausible
chemical structures are produced. Here primarily valence/
charge balance is checked along with the inexplicable
creation or loss of aromaticity or the creation of a triple bond
within a small (<8-membered) ring.

Finally, the user-specified settings regarding required
disconnection and unbreakable bond settings are checked.
If the user requires specific bonds to be broken then each
applied transform must break at least one of those bonds
until each specified bond has been broken. If a transform
attempts to break a bond marked unbreakable then that
transform is rejected.

Once all reactants have been generated and validated, each
reactant is compared against all previous molecules in the
search queue. If a match is found then the transformation is
included as an alternate route leading to the same intermedi-
ate. Any reactants which do not match already found
molecules are added to the search queue. New molecules
are added with the save attribute and are then prioritized as
described above.

3.5. Starting Materials. The starting material databases
provide the successful termination points of the search. These
vendor-provided databases are preloaded into the system and
analyzed for similarity (duplicates are stored as multiple
records referencing the same molecular structure). The
starting material database is fully extendable by providing
molecules stored in SDF format.

3.6. Assembling Search Results. After all molecules in
the search queue have been searched, match starting materi-
als, or the user-specified search depth has been exceeded,
Route Designer proceeds to construct synthesis trees for the
target molecule. The goal is to provide the chemist with a
small number of varied synthetic paths consisting of strong
candidate solutions. Variety is achieved by selecting solutions
from different branches where possible.

Each synthetic path is rated based on an empirical
weighting function, which is a cascading weighted sum of
reactions based on wastage, example counts, and balanced
disconnections. Yield was not selected as a criterion because
our analysis of electronic reaction databases found that yield
was often omitted or irregularly specified, so it could not be
used reliably; however, yield is still presented for every
reaction step when available.

The top-rated solutions are stored in the database and the
search results are presented. No more than 50 top rated
solutions are presented to the chemist, and the typical solution
set consists of less than 20 solutions. The theoretical number
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of algebraically different synthetic routes is often in the
millions, so this computer-assisted distillation of results is
required. The chemist is still able to view all retrosynthetic
intermediates generated from a specific node, so the entire
solution space is still accessible.

4. EXAMPLE REACTION ROUTES

The following example was found by Route Designer
using rules extracted from the MOS database. The MOS-
derived rule set was specified to require at least three
examples per rule. This produced a total rule set of 1575
rules. The maximum depth for the search was set to 3. The
starting material database consisted of 120k compounds from
the Lancaster, Acros, and Aldrich catalogues. The complete
search result set was generated in less than 5 min. The target
molecule was Zatosetron,36 a potent, selective and long acting
5HT receptor antagonist from Lilly used in the treatment of
nausea and emesis associated with oncolytic drugs, including
cisplatin. The retrosynthesis shown in Figure 5 was the top-
rated solution found through Route Designer.The route
shown is virtually identical to the published route for
Zatosetron.36 The first step in the retrosynthesis is an amide
formation from a primary amine which is one of our FT

transformations. This transformation divided the target into
two smaller targets and was essential to directing the
retrosynthetic analysis. The aminotropene was produced by
reductive amination (rule 2) of tropinone similar to the
published route.

Examination of Figure 5, which is a Route Designer
screenshot, shows various tools available to the chemist. To
the left of each retrosynthetic transformation (downward
arrow), a link to literature examples and the average yield
of all examples are presented. A selection tool is available
on the right to allow the chemist to individually view
alternative transformations at every step. The output of the
“examples” link for rule 3 presents the rule derivation from
several examples of heterocyclization reactions following
rearrangement found in the MOS database, as shown in
Figure 6.

Below each molecule are tools to display the synthesis
path from that molecule and to download the MOL file for
use in other applications. In addition, commercially available
molecules are displayed with vendor and catalog number
along with a tool for displaying details of alternate vendors.
Starting material matches for the 5-chloro-2-hydroxybenzoic
acid shown in Figure 5 are displayed in Figure 7. Intermedi-

Figure 5. Sample synthetic route found by Route Designer for Zatosetron as the target molecule.
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ate molecules that are not found to be starting materials have
the additional option of resubmission for further retrosyn-
thetic analysis, where the chemist can change any search
parameter (e.g., other rule sets, starting materials, search
depth).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The described Route Designer application contains a very
powerful automatic rule extraction engine, which can capture
and generalize chemical knowledge implicitly contained in
large reaction databases. The generated rules are used in a
search approach that attempts to balance the tradeoffs
between exhaustiveness and computational time by prioritiz-
ing reaction transformations and setting (user-defined) limits

on search depth. This approach routinely finds interesting
synthetic routes to a wide variety of target molecules. A key
feature of the system is that it provides access to an
exhaustive set of synthetic routes, together with examples
of suggested reactions and the associated literature references.

Ongoing improvements to Route Designer include enhanc-
ing the rule extraction engine to improve treatment of
regioselectivity, stereoselectivity, and interfering functional
groups. Incremental improvements in rule extraction and the
ordering of the search results to better reflect chemists’
preferences will increase the efficiency and usability of the
system.
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